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Abstract In recent years, the computer graphics and com-
puter vision communities have devoted significant attention
to research based on Internet visual media resources. The
huge number of images and videos continually being up-
loaded by millions of people have stimulated a variety of
visual media creation and editing applications, while also
posing serious challenges of retrieval, organization, and uti-
lization. This article surveys recent research as regards pro-
cessing of large collections of images and video, including
work on analysis, manipulation, and synthesis. It discusses
the problems involved, and suggests possible future direc-
tions in this emerging research area.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of applications and technolo-
gies built around the Internet, more and more images and
videos are freely available on the Internet. We refer to these
images and videos as Internet visual media, and they can
be considered to form a large online database. This leads to
opportunities to create various new data-driven applications,
allowing non-professional users to easily create and edit vi-
sual media. However, most Internet visual media resources
are unstructured and were not uploaded with applications in
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mind; furthermore, most are simply (and quite often inaccu-
rately) indexed by text. Utilizing these resources poses a se-
rious challenge. For example, if a user searches for ‘jumping
dog’ using an Internet image search engine, the top-ranked
results often contain results unrelated to those desired by
the user who initiated the search. Some may contain a dog
in a different pose to jumping, some may contain other an-
imals which are jumping, some may contain cartoon dogs,
and some might even contain a product whose brand name
is ‘jumping dog’. Users have to carefully select amongst the
many retrieved results, which is a tedious and time consum-
ing task. Moreover, users expect most applications to pro-
vide interactive performance. While this may be straightfor-
ward to achieve for a small database of images or video, it
becomes a problem for a large database.

A typical pipeline for Internet visual media processing
consists of three steps: content retrieval, data organization
and indexing, and data-driven applications. In the first step,
meaningful objects are retrieved from chosen Internet visual
media resources, for example by classifying the scene in
each image or video, and extracting the contours of visually
salient objects. This step can provide better labeling of vi-
sual media for content aware applications, and can compen-
sate for the lack of accurate text labeling, as well as identify-
ing the significant content. In the second step, the underlying
relationships and correspondences between visual media re-
sources are extracted at different scales, finding for example
local feature similarities, providing object level classifica-
tions, determining object level similarities and dense corre-
spondences, and so on up to scene level similarities. This
information allows the construction of an efficient index-
ing and querying scheme for large visual media collections.
For simplicity we will refer to this as database construc-
tion; it ensures that desired visual content can be rapidly
retrieved. In the third step, Internet visual media applica-
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Fig. 1 A typical pipeline for
Internet visual media processing

tions use these data. Traditional image and video processing
approaches must be modified to adapt to this kind of data,
and new approaches are also needed to underpin novel ap-
plications. The methods should be (i) similarity aware, to
efficiently deal with the richness of Internet visual media:
for example, a computation may be replaced by look-up of
an image with similar appearance to the desired result, and
(ii) robust to variation, to effectively deal with variations in
visual media: semantically identical objects, e.g. dogs, can
have widely varying appearances. Figure 1 indicates a typi-
cal pipeline for Internet visual media processing.

This survey is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces
basic techniques and algorithms for Internet visual media
retrieval. Section 3 describes recent work on visual me-
dia database construction, indexing, and organization. Sec-
tions 4–7 cover applications for visual media synthesis, edit-
ing, reconstruction, and recognition that utilize Internet vi-
sual media in unique ways. Section 8 draws conclusions,
and discusses problems and possible future directions in this
emerging area.

2 Internet visual media retrieval

This section describes approaches to Internet visual me-
dia retrieval, concentrating on content-based image retrieval
methods. We start by introducing some basic techniques and
algorithms that are key to Internet visual media retrieval.

2.1 Object extraction and matching

Extracting objects of interest from images is a fundamental
step in many image processing tasks. Extracted objects or
regions should be semantically meaningful primitives, and
should be of high quality if they are to be used in appli-
cations like composition and editing. Object extraction can
also reduce the amount of downstream processing in other
applications, as it can then ignore other uninteresting parts
of the image. A number of object extraction methods have
been devised, both user assisted and automatic.

2.1.1 User-assisted object extraction

User interaction is an effective way of extracting high qual-
ity segmented objects. Such a strategy is adopted by most
image editing software like Photoshop, and has the benefit of
allowing users to modify the results when necessary. How-
ever, traditional approaches are tedious and time consuming:
reducing the amount of user interaction while maintaining
quality of the results is a key goal.

Early methods required users to precisely mark some
parts or points on desired boundaries. An algorithm then
searches for other boundary pieces which connect them with
minimal cost, where costs depend on how unlikely it is
that a location is part of the boundary. A typical example
of such techniques is provided by intelligent scissors [82].
This method represents the image using a graph, and finds
object boundaries by connecting user markers using Dijk-
stra’s shortest path algorithm. However, this method has
clear limitations—it requires precise marker placement, and
has a tendency to take short cuts.

In order to relax the requirement of accurate marker
placement, a number of methods have been developed to
obtain an object boundary from a user-provided approxi-
mate initialization, such as active contours [63] and level
set methods [93]. These methods produce an object seg-
mentation boundary by optimizing an energy function which
takes into account user preferences. However, energy func-
tions used are often non-convex, so care is needed to avoid
falling into incorrect local minimal. Doing so is nontrivial
and methods often need re-initialization.

Providing robustness in the face of simple, inaccurate
initialization, and permitting intuitive adjustment, are two
trends in modern segmentation techniques. Seeded image
segmentation [98, 125], e.g. GraphCut [10] and random
walks [15, 42] are important concepts towards this aim.
These methods allow users to provide a rough labeling of
some pixels used as seeds while the algorithms automati-
cally label other pixels; labels may indicate object or back-
ground, for example. Poor segmentation can be readily cor-
rected by giving additional labels in wrongly labeled areas.
Other techniques are also aimed at reducing the user annota-
tion burden while still providing high quality results. Grab-
Cut [89] successfully reduces the amount of user interaction
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to labeling a single rectangular region, by using an itera-
tive version of GraphCut with a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) to capture color distribution. Bagon et al. [4] pro-
posed a segmentation-by-composition approach which fur-
ther reduces the required user interaction to selecting a sin-
gle point.

Besides general interactive image segmentation, research
has also considered particular issues such as high quality soft
segmentation with transparent values in border regions [70,
105], or finding groups of similar objects [16, 121]. Typi-
cally, simpler user interaction may be provided at the cost of
analyzing more complex attributes, e.g. appearance distri-
bution [89], symmetry [4], and self-similarity [4, 16]. Such
techniques are ultimately limited by the amount of compu-
tation that can be performed at interactive speed.

While a large variety of intuitive interactive tools exists
for extracting objects of interest, and these can work well in
some cases, these methods can still fail in more challenging
cases, for example where the object has a similar color to
the background, where the object has a complex texture, or
where the boundary shape is complex or unusual in some
way. This is also true of the automatic algorithms we con-
sider next.

2.1.2 Automatic object extraction

Interactive methods are labor-intensive, especially in the
context of the vast amount of Internet visual media. There-
fore, automatic object extraction is necessary in many ap-
plications, such as object recognition [91], adaptive com-
pression [19], photo montage [67], and sketch based image
retrieval [13]. Extracting objects of interest, or salient ob-
jects, is an active topic in cognitive psychology [109], neu-
robiology [25], and computer vision [83]. Doing so enables
various applications including visual media retargeting [45,
58, 112] as well as non-photorealistic rendering [47].

The human brain overcomes the problem of the huge
amount of visual input by rapidly selecting a small subset of
the stimuli for extensive processing [110]. Inspired by such
human attention mechanisms [25, 65, 83, 109], a number
of computational methods have been proposed to automat-
ically find regions containing objects of interest in natural
images. Itti et al. [57] were the first to devise a saliency de-
tection method, which efficiently finds visually salient ar-
eas based on a center-surround model using multi-scale im-
age features. Many further methods have been proposed to
improve the performance of automatic salient object region
detection and extraction [46, 78, 81]. Recently, Cheng et
al. [17] proposed a global contrast based method for auto-
matically extracting regions of objects in images, which has
significantly better precision and recall than previous meth-
ods when evaluated on the largest publicly available dataset
[1]. Automatically extracting salient objects enables huge

numbers of Internet images to be processed, enabling many
interesting image editing applications [13, 18, 55, 77].

2.1.3 Object matching

Object matching is an important problem in computer vision
with applications to such tasks as object detection, image
retrieval, and tracking. Most methods are based on match-
ing shape. An early method by Hirata and Kato [51] ex-
pects a precise shape match, which is impractical in many
real world applications. Alberto and Pala [24] employed an
elastic matching method which improved robustness. Later,
Belongie et al. [7] proposed a widely used shape context
descriptor, which integrates global shape statistics with lo-
cal point descriptors. Shape context is a discriminative tool
for matching clean shapes on simple backgrounds, showing
a 77 % retrieval rate on the challenging MPEG-7 dataset
[92]. State-of-the-art shape matching approaches [6, 120]
can achieve a 93 % retrieval rate on this dataset, by explor-
ing similarities among a group of shapes. Although clean
shapes can now be matched with an accuracy suitable for ap-
plication use, shape matching in real world images is much
more difficult due to cluttered backgrounds, and is still very
challenging [107]. The major difficulty is to reliably seg-
ment objects of interest automatically. Various research ef-
forts [5, 16] have been devoted to removing the influence
of the background by selecting clean shape candidates for
further matching, or modeling large scale locally translation
invariant features [29].

2.2 Retrieval approaches

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [71] and content-
based video retrieval [35] are popular research topics in
statistics, pattern recognition, signal processing, multime-
dia, and computer vision. Many proposed CBIR systems
are related to machine learning and often use support vector
machines (SVM) for classification, based on color, texture,
and shape as features. A comprehensive survey [23] covers
this work. Much of it utilizes Internet visual media as the
data source; in retrieval tasks; their methods are influenced
by other kinds of retrieval such as Internet text retrieval. In
2003, Sivic et al. [99] presented Video Google, an object
and scene retrieval approach that quickly retrieves a ranked
list of key frames or shots from Internet videos for a given
query video. It largely adapted text retrieval techniques, ini-
tially building a visual vocabulary of visual descriptors of all
frames in the video database, as well as using inverted file
systems and document rankings. Jing et al. [59] applied the
PageRank idea [85] to large-scale image search, and the re-
sulting VisualRank method proves that using content-based
features can significantly improve image retrieval perfor-
mance and generalize it to large-scale datasets.
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Fig. 2 Filtering performance
for different scene item
categories in Sketch2Photo

Other work proves that the richness of Internet visual
media makes it possible to directly retrieve desired objects
by filtering Internet images according to carefully chosen
descriptors and strict criteria, providing intuitive retrieval
tools for end users. Sketch2Photo [13] provides a very sim-
ple but effective approach to retrieval of well-segmented ob-
jects within Internet images based on user provided sketches
and text labels. The key idea is to use an algorithm-friendly
scheme for Internet image retrieval, which first discards im-
ages which have low usability in automatic computer vision
analysis. Saliency detection and over-segmentation are used
to reject images with complicated backgrounds. Shape and
color consistency are used to further refine the set of candi-
date images. This retrieval approach can achieve a true pos-
itive rate of over 70 % amongst the top 100 ranked image
objects. Figure 2 shows the filtering performance for vari-
ous scene item categories.

Mindfinder [11] also has goals of efficient retrieval and
intuitive user interaction when searching a database contain-
ing millions of images. Users sketch the main curves of the
object to be found; they can also add text and coloring to
further clarify their goals. Results are provided in real time
by use of PCA hashing and inverted indices based on tags,
color, and edge descriptors. However, the indexing method
cannot deal with large differences in scale and position: in
order to retrieve scenes the user intends, it must rely on the
richness of the database.

Shrivastava et al. [95] present an image matching ap-
proach, which can find images which are visually similar
at a higher level, even if quit different at the pixel level.
Their method provides good cross-domain performance on
the difficult task of matching images from different visual
domains, such as photos and sketches, photos, and paintings,
or photos under different lighting conditions. They use ma-
chine learning based on so-called exemplar-SVM to find the
‘data-driven uniqueness’ for each query image. Exemplar-
SVM takes the query image as a positive training example
and uses large numbers of Internet images as negative exam-
ples. Through a hard-negative mining process, it iteratively
reveals the most unique feature in the form of a weighted
Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptor [22] of
the specific query image which is capable of cross-domain
image matching.

Retrieval approaches utilizing large image databases or
Internet images can be resistant to certain causes of failure
in previous methods. Sketch2Photo [13], for example, can
afford to discard a large number of true positives to over-
come background complexity and ensure the quality of the
information provided to later computer vision steps. In the
work of [95], the negative examples may actually contain
some true positives, but are swamped by the number of pos-
itive examples. The large scale and richness of the Internet
data also allow these approaches to be more straightforward
and practical. Severe filtering of data in these approaches,
as in [13], can help to overcome the unreliable labeling of
Internet visual media.

3 Visual media database construction and indexing

Internet visual media retrieval opens the door to various vi-
sual media applications. Many must respond to the user at
interactive rates. However, the retrieval process is usually
time consuming, especially for large-scale data. For exam-
ple, the retrieval process in [13] takes 15 minutes to process
a single image object (without taking into account image
downloading time); training exemplar-SVM [95] for each
query takes overnight on a cluster. One solution is to pre-
compute important features of Internet visual media and to
build a large visual media database with high level labeling
and efficient indexing before querying commences, allowing
the desired visual media to be retrieved within an acceptable
time.

Researchers and industry have built many image data-
bases for recognition and detection purposes. Some repre-
sentative ones are the Yale face database [39], the INRIA
database for human detection [22], HumanEva [96] for pose
estimation, and the Daimler pedestrian database [31]. The
image quality of these databases is usually limited, so they
are not suitable for high quality synthesis and editing ap-
plications. Databases with better image quality like PAS-
CAL VOC2006 [32], Caltech 256 [43] and LabelMe [90]
have no more than a few thousand images in each category,
which is far from sufficient for Internet visual media tasks.
Furthermore, these databases rarely contain accurate object
contours, and manual segmentation is infeasible due to the
workload.
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Fig. 3 Database quality vs. the highest ranked N images in Pose-
Shop. Horizontal axis: number of (ranked) images in the constructed
database. Vertical axis: true positive ratio of this method; it is consis-

tently higher than for the method used in Sketch2Photo. This shows
the advantage of using specific descriptors and detectors for particular
object categories over using generic descriptors and saliency detectors

Although image resources on the Internet are vast, it
is still very difficult to construct a content aware image
database as very few of these images have content-based an-
notation. Various recent algorithms can automatically ana-
lyze images in large scale databases to discover specialised
content such as skies [106] and faces [9]. Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk can also be helpful in such a process [104],
but it should be carefully designed to optimize the division
of labor between humans and machines. The recent Pose-
Shop approach proposed by Chen et al. [14] allows almost
fully automatic construction of a segmented human image
database. Human action keywords were used to collect 3
million images from the Internet which were then filtered to
be ‘algorithm-friendly’ [13], except that instead of saliency,
specialized human, face, and skin detectors were used. The
human contour is segmented, with cascade contour filtering
used to the contours to match a few manually selected repre-
sentative poses. Cloth attributes are also computed. The final
database contains 400,000 well-segmented human pose im-
ages, organized by action, clothing, and pose in a tree struc-
ture. Queries can be based on silhouette sketches or skele-
tons. The accuracy of retrieval is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Other approaches to efficiently query large visual media
databases use database hashing. ShadowDraw [68] is a sys-
tem for guiding freeform object drawing. The system gener-
ate a shadow image underlying the canvas in realtime when
the user draws; the shadow image indicates to the user the
best places to draw. The shadow image is composed from
a large image database, by blending edge maps of retrieved
candidate images automatically. To achieve realtime perfor-
mance, it must efficiently match local edges in the current
drawing with the database of images. This is achieved to-
gether with local and global consistency between the sketch
and database images by use of a min-hash technique applied
to a binary encoding of edge features. The MindFinder sys-
tem also uses inverted file structures as indices to support
real-time queries. To retrieve images of everyday products,
Chung et al. [49] use a system based on a bag of hash bits
(BoHB). This encodes local features of the image in a few
hash bits, and represents the entire image by a bag of hash
bits. The system is efficient enough for use on mobile de-
vices.

Organizing large scale Internet image data at a higher
level is also a difficult task. Heath et al. [50] construct
image webs for such collections. These are graphs repre-
senting relationships between image pairs containing the
same or similar objects. Image webs can be constructed
by affine co-segmentation. To increase efficiency, two-phase
co-segmentation candidate pairs are selected using CBIR
and spectral graph theory. Analyzing image webs can pro-
duce visual hyperlinks and summary graphs for image col-
lection exploration applications.

Overall, however, most organizing and indexing methods
for Internet visual media databases concentrate on low level
features and existing hashing techniques. A few attempts try
to recover high level interconnections. Utilizing this infor-
mation to build a database with greater semantic structure,
and associated hashing algorithms are likely to become in-
creasingly important topics.

4 Visual content synthesis

We now turn to various applications based on Internet vi-
sual media. The first kind uses them to create new content.
Content synthesis and montage have long been desired by
amateur users yet they are the privilege of the skilled pro-
fessional, for whom they involve a great deal of tedious
work. Various work has considered image synthesis for the
purpose of generating artistic images [20, 53, 54], or real-
istic images, e.g. using alpha matting [56, 70, 105], gradi-
ent based blending [27, 87] or mean-value coordinates based
blending [33, 123]. In recent years, data-driven approaches
for image synthesis using large scale image databases or
Internet images have provided promising improvements in
ease of use and compositing quality.

Diakopoulos et al. [26] synthesized a new image from an
existing image by replacing a user masked region marked
with a text label. The masked area is filled using texture syn-
thesis by finding a matching region from an image database
containing manually segmented and labeled regions. How-
ever, extensive user interaction is still needed. Johnson et
al. [60] generated a composite image from a group of text
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Fig. 4 Composition results of
Sketch2Photo: (a) an input
sketch plus corresponding text
labels; (b) the composed
picture; (c) two further
compositions; (d) online images
retrieved and used during
composition. Image adapted
from [13]

labels. The image is composited using graph cuts from mul-
tiple images retrieved from an automatic segmented and la-
beled image database, using the text labels. The method suc-
cessfully reduces the time needed for user interaction, but
has limited accuracy due to the limitations of automatic im-
age labeling.

Lalonde et al. [67] presented the photo clip art system
for inserting objects into an image. The user first specifies
a class and a position for the inserted object, which is se-
lected from a clip art database by matching various criteria
including camera and lighting conditions. Huang et al. [55]
converted an input image into an Arcimboldo-like stylized
image. The input image is first segmented into regions us-
ing a mean-shift approach. Next, each region is replaced by
a piece of clip art from a clip art database with the lowest
matching cost. During matching, regions can be refined by
merging or splitting to reduce the matching cost. However,
this method is limited to a specific type of stylization. John-
son et al. [61] presented CG2Real to increase the realism of
a rendered image by using real photographs. First, the ren-
dered image is used to retrieve several similar real images
from a large image database. Then, both real images and the
rendered image are automatically co-segmented, and each
region of the rendered image is enhanced using the real im-
ages by processes of color and texture transfer.

The Sketch2Photo system [13] combines text labels and
sketches to select image candidates for Internet image mon-
tage. A hybrid image blending method is used, which com-
bines the advantages of both Poisson blending and alpha
blending, while minimizing the artifacts caused by these ap-
proaches. This blending operation has a unique feature de-
signed for Internet images—it uses optimization to generate
a numeric score for each blending operation at superpixel
level, so it can efficiently compute an optimal combination
from all the image candidates to provide the best compo-
sition results—see Fig. 4. Eitz et al. [30] proposed a sim-
ilar PhotoSketcher system with the goal of synthesizing a
new image only given user drawn sketches. The synthesized
image is blended from several images, each found using a
sketch. However, unlike Sketch2Photo, users must to put ad-
ditionally scribbles on each retrieved image to segment the
desired object.

Xue et al. [119] take a different data-driven approach to
compositing fixed pairs of images. Statistics and visual per-

ception were used together with an image database to de-
termine which features have the most effect on realism in
composite images. They used the results to devise a data-
driven algorithm which can automatically alter the statistics
of the source object so that it is more compatible with the
target background image before compositing.

The above methods are limited to synthesis of a single
image. To achieve multi-frame synthesis (e.g. for video), the
main additional challenge is to maintain consistency of the
same object across successive frames, since candidates for
all frames usually cannot be found in the database. Chen et
al. [14] proposed the PoseShop system, intended for synthe-
sis of personalized images and multi-frame comic strips. It
first builds a large human pose database by collecting and
automatically segmenting online human images. Personal-
ized Images or comic strips are produced by inputting a 3D
human skeleton. Head and clothes swapping techniques are
used to overcome the challenges of consistency, as well as
to provide personalized results. See Fig. 5.

5 Visual media editing

The next application we consider is the editing of visual me-
dia. Manipulating and editing existing photographs is a very
common requirement.

Various visual media editing tasks have been consid-
ered based on use of a few images or videos, such as tone
editing [52, 76], colorization [69, 113, 114], edge-aware
editing [12, 34, 117], dehazing [115, 122], detail enhance-
ment [75, 86], edit propagation methods [3, 74, 118], and
time-line editing [80]. Internet visual media can allow edit-
ing to become more intelligent and powerful by drawing on
existing images and video. Much other similar work on data-
driven image editing has been inspired by the well-known
work of Hays and Efros [48] whose image completion al-
gorithm is based on a very large online database of pho-
tographs. The algorithm completes holes in images using
similar image regions from the database. No visible seams
result, as similarity of scene images is determined by low
level descriptors.

Traditional topics such as color enhancement, color re-
placement, and colorization can also benefit from the help
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Fig. 5 PoseShop. Left: User
provided skeletons (and some
head images) for each character.
Right: a generated photorealistic
comic-strip. Image adapted
from [14]

of Internet images. Liu et al. [79] proposed an example-
based illumination independent colorization method. The in-
put grayscale image is compared to several similar color im-
ages, obtained from the Internet as references. All are de-
composed into an intrinsic component and an illumination
component. The intrinsic component of the input image is
colorized by analogy to the reference images, and combined
with the illumination component of the input image to ob-
tain the final result.

Wang et al. [111] proposed color theme enhancement,
which is a data-driven method for recoloring an image which
conveys a desired color theme. Color theme enhancement
is formulated as an optimization problem which considers
the chosen color theme, color constraints and prior knowl-
edge obtained by analyzing an image database. Chia et
al. [18] utilize Internet images for colorization. Using a sim-
ilar framework to Sketch2Photo, the user can provide a text
label and an approximate contour for the main foreground
object in the image. The system then uses Internet images to
find the best matches for color transfer. Multiple transfer re-
sults are generated and the desired result can be interactively
selected using an intuitive interface.

Goldberg et al. [41] extend the framework of Sketch2-
Photo to image editing. Objects in images can be interac-
tively manipulated and edited with the help of similar ob-
jects in Internet images. The user provides text labels and an
approximate contour of the object as in [18], and candidates
are retrieved in a similar manner. The main challenge is to
deform the retrieved object to agree with the selected object.
Their novel alignment deformation algorithm optimizes the
deformation both globally and locally along the object con-
tour and inside the compositing seam. The framework sup-
ports various editing applications such as object completion,
changes in occlusion relationships, and object augmentation
and diminution. See Fig. 6.

6 3D scene reconstruction

A further class of applications centers around scene recon-
struction. Many Internet images have captured the famous
tourist attractions. Using these images to reconstruct 3D
models and scenes of these attractions is a popular topic.

Snavely [100] has summarized much of this work, so here
we discuss some representative examples.

The Photo Tourism application of Snavely et al. [101]
provides a 3D interface for interactively exploring a tourist
scene through a multitude of photographs of the scene taken
from differing viewpoints, with differing camera settings,
etc. This method uses image-based modeling to reconstruct
a sparse 3D model of the scene and to recover the viewpoint
of each photo automatically for exploration. The exploration
process can also provide smooth transitions between each
viewpoint, with the help of image-based rendering. Further
details are given in [103] of the structure-from-motion and
image-based rendering algorithms used.

Again taking a large set of online photos as input,
Snavely et al. [102] also considered how to find a set of
paths linking interesting, i.e. frequently occurring, regions
and viewpoints around such a site. These paths are then used
to control image-based rendering, automatically computing
sets of views all round a site, panoramas, and paths link-
ing the most important views. These all lead to an improved
browsing experience for the user.

Other researchers have considered even more ambitious
goals, such as reconstructing a whole city. Agarwal et al. [2]
achieved the traditionally impossible goal of building Rome
in one day—their system uses parallel distributed matching
and 3D reconstruction algorithms to process extremely large
image collections. It can reconstruct a city from 150K im-
ages in under one day using a 500 core cluster. Frahm et
al. [37] provided further advances in image clustering, stereo
fusion and structure from motion to significantly improve
performance. Their system can “build Rome in a cloudless
day” using a single multicore PC with a modern graphics
processor. Goesele et al. [40] and Furukawa et al. [38] both
use multi-view stereo methods on large image data collec-
tions for scene reconstruction. The focus is on choice of ap-
propriate subsets of images for matching in parallel.

Other problems tackled include the recovery of the re-
flectance of a static scene [44] to enable relighting purposes
with the help of image collection, and an adaptation of pho-
tometric stereo for use on a large Internet-based set of im-
ages of a scene that computes both global illumination in
each image and surface orientation at certain positions in the
scene. This enables scene summaries to be generated [97],
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Fig. 6 Object-based image manipulation: (a) original image with ob-
ject (horse) selected in red, and augmentation (jockey) sketched in
green; (b) output image containing the added jockey and other regions

of the source horse (saddle, reins, shadows); (c) alternative results
(d) Internet photos used as sources. Image adapted from [41]

and more interestingly, the weather to be estimated in each
image [94].

7 Visual media understanding

The final application area we consider is visual media un-
derstanding. In addition to specific applications like com-
positing, editing, and reconstruction, many Internet visual
media applications aim to provide or make use of better un-
derstanding of visual media, either in a single item such as
an image, or in a large set of related visual media, where the
goal may be to identify a common property, or to summarize
the media in some way, for example.

Various methods have advanced understanding of prop-
erties of a single image taken from a large image collection.
Kennedy et al. [64] used Flickr to show that the metadata
and tags of photograph can help improve the efficiency of
vision algorithms. Kuthirummal et al. [66] showed how to
determine camera settings and parameters for each image
in a large set of online photographs captured in an uncon-
trolled manner, without knowledge of the cameras. Liu et
al. [77] provide a way to determine the best views of 3D
shapes based on images of them retrieved from the Internet.

Recently, much work has been done on image scene
recognition and classification using visual, textual, tem-
poral, and metadata information, especially geotagging of
large image collections [21, 62, 72, 73, 88].

We first consider recognition. Quack et al. [88] consider
recognizing objects from 200,000 community photos cover-
ing 700 square kilometers. They first cluster images accord-
ing to visual, text, and spatial information. Then they use
data-mining to assign appropriate text labels for each cluster,
and further link it to a Wikipedia article. Finally verification
is applied by checking consistency between the contents of
the article and the assigned image cluster. The whole process
is fully unsupervised and can be used for auto-annotation of

new images. Li et al. [72] use 2D image features and 3D ge-
ometric constraints to summarize noisy Internet images of
well-known landmarks such as the Statue of Liberty, and to
build 3D models of them. The summarization and 3D mod-
els are then used for scene recognition for new images. Their
method can distinguish and classify images in a database of
different statues world-wide. Kalogerakis et al. [62] use ge-
olocation for a sequence of photos with time-stamps. Us-
ing 6 million training images from Flickr, they train a prior
distribution for travel that indicates the likelihood of travel
endpoints in a certain time interval, and also the image like-
lihood for each location. The geolocation of a new image
sequence is then decided by maximum likelihood methods.
This approach can find accurate geolocation without recog-
nizing the landmarks themselves. Zheng et al. [124] show
how to recognize and model sites on a world-scale. Using an
extensive list of such sites, they build visual models by im-
age matching and clustering techniques. Their methods rely
on English tour information websites; other languages are
ignored, which limits recognition and model construction.

Turning to classification, Crandall et al. [21] use a mean
shift approach to cluster the geotaggings harvested from 35
million photos in Flickr. This step can find the most popular
places for people to take photos. Then this large photo col-
lection is classified into these locations using a combination
of textual, visual, and temporal features. Li et al. [73] studied
landmark classification on a collection of 30 million images
in which 2 million were labeled. They used multiclass SVM
and bag-of-word SIFT features to achieve the classification.
They also demonstrated that the temporal sequence of pho-
tos taken by a photographer used in conjunction with struc-
tured SVM allows greatly improved classification accuracy.
These works shows the power of large scale databases for
classification of photos of landmarks.

Other methods consider common properties of a set of
images or attempt to summarize a set of images from a large
image collection. In [72], the summarization and 3D model-
ing of a site of interest like the Statue of Liberty is based on
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an iconic scene graph, which consists of an iconic view of
each image cluster clustered by GIST features [84], which is
a low dimensional descriptor of a scene image. This iconic
scene graph reveals the main aspects of the site and their ge-
ometric relationships. However, the process of finding iconic
view discards many images and affects 3D modeling quality.
Berg et al. [8] show how to automatically find representative
images for chosen object categories. This could be very use-
ful for large scale image data organization and exploration.
Fiss et al. [36] consider how to select still frames from video
for use as representative portraits. This work takes further
steps towards modeling human perception, and could be ex-
tended to other subjects such as full body representative pose
selection from sports video. Doersch et al. [28] show how to
automatically retrieve most characteristic visual elements of
a city, using a large geotagged image database. For example,
certain balconies, windows, and street signs are characteris-
tic of Paris. The method is currently limited to finding sym-
bolic local elements of man made structures. Extending their
method to large structures and natural elements would be an
interesting attempt towards providing stylistic narratives of
the whole world.

8 Conclusions

We have summarized recent research that organizes and uti-
lizes large collections or databases of images and videos
for purposes of assisting visual media analysis, manipula-
tion, synthesis, reconstruction, and understanding. As al-
ready explained, most methods of organizing and indexing
Internet visual media data are based on low level features
and existing hashing techniques, with limited attempts to re-
cover high level information and its interconnections. Utiliz-
ing such information to build databases with more semantic
structure, and suitable indexing algorithms for such data are
likely to become increasingly the focus of attention. The key
to many applications lies in prepossessing visual media so
that useful or interesting data can be rapidly found, and de-
ciding what descriptors are best suited to a wide range of
applications is an important open question.

Limitations of algorithmic efficiency also prevent full uti-
lization of the huge amount of Internet visual media. Cur-
rent methods work at most with millions of Internet im-
ages, which represent only a small portion. The more images
that can be used, the better the results that can be expected.
While parallelization will help, it is only part of the solution,
and many core image processing techniques such as seg-
mentation, feature extraction and classification are still po-
tentially bottlenecks in any pipeline. Further work is needed
on these topics.

There is a growing amount of work that tries to utilize all
kinds of information in large scale data collections, not only

visual information, but also metadata such as text tags, geo-
tags, and temporal information. Event tags on images in so-
cial network web-sites are another potentially useful source
of information, and in the longer term, it is possible that use-
ful information can be inferred from the contextual informa-
tion provided by such sites—for example, where a user lives
or went on holiday can give clues to the content of a photo.

Finally, we note that work utilizing large collections of
video is still scarce. Although it is natural to extend most
image applications to video (see, for example, recent work
that explores videos of famous scenes [108]), several rea-
sons limit the ability to do this. Apart from the obvious limi-
tation of processing time, many image processing and vision
algorithms give unstable results when applied to video, or at
least produce results with poor temporal coherence. Tempo-
ral coherence can be enforced in optimization frameworks,
for example, but at the expense of even more computation-
ally expensive procedures than processing the data frame by
frame. Even state-of-the-art video object extraction meth-
ods may work well on some examples with minimum user
interaction, but may fail if applied to a large collection of
video data. Further, efficient, algorithms more specifically
intended for Internet scale video collections are urgently
needed, as exemplified by a recent paper on efficient video
composition [116]. The idea of using ‘algorithm-friendly’
schemes to prune away videos that cannot be processed well
automatically has yet to be applied.
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